
On the track, in the water or on the highway, commuters and travelers should feel safe. From highways, 
bridges and tunnels to airports, railways, truck stops, to bus depots and mass transit  stations, Oliver 
Communications has a video surveillance and security solution to fit specific requirements and budget. 
It’s the protection you need to make the commuters in your city feel safe and secure. Oliver’s systems, 
quality and reliability will give you the peace of mind you deserve. Oliver Communications a solution for 
every type of video surveillance your transportation entity may require. Whether you’re under 
construction, renovating facilities or upgrading an existing security system, Oliver Communications can 
help you through the planning, design, installation and implementation of your system. Our sales team 
will work with you to identify your individual needs and the specific equipment to fit them, while staying 
within your working budget. To protect all your most important assets with proven performance, quality 
and reliability choose Oliver Communications!

Transportation

Highways
Monitor and communicate with motorists. Your surveillance system will allow you to measure vital traffic 
data , then transmit that information to roadside display signs to warn drivers of what’s ahead such as 
accidents, delays, road construction and weather conditions

Toll Highways

Video Surveillance and Access Control Design & Installation

When it comes to securing our borders, ports and airports, Oliver Communications is all business.  We can 
provide a complete surveillance and   access control package to suit any application, anywhere you need.  
With our  portfolio of products and 18 years of communication infrastructure  installation experience you’ll be 
sure to receive a comprehensive design that covers all your security concerns. We have long range 
surveillance, thermal image,  satellite and microwave, wireless, and solar products to cover miles of territory.

Airports , Railways and Subways
Oliver Communications video surveillance systems can view and record all areas of the airport.. Advanced 
technology in video analytics allows you to watch parking lots, luggage areas, ticket lines, etc. and receive 
alarms due to suspicious behavior such as a package left behind, movement towards a restricted area, or 
people or vehicles heading the wrong way. Video,      audio and other vital data can be forwarded to the 
designated security personnel or company executives while also being recorded.  Oliver’s state of the art 
software will allow viewing of multiple stations and locations over an IP network. 

Sea Ports
Monitor seaport traffic with long range outdoor motion detection. Thermal image cameras can detect vessels 
and watercraft from miles away.

Toll Highways
Special license plate capture cameras can record and store data that can be integrated with the toll 
collection systems.

City Traffic Surveillance
Monitor traffic, incidents, events and reroute vehicles to roadways with lighter traffic. Create systems that 
automatically notify Public Safety officials immediately


